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Atomic lattice structures in two-dimensional momentum space
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~Received 4 February 1998!

In sub-Doppler laser cooling, the application of an additional homogeneous magnetic field gives rise to
velocity selective resonances and laser cooling to nonzero velocities. We present a systematic investigation of
the resulting structures in two-dimensional momentum space in an atomic beam experiment. The rms width of
the resonances is close to one recoil momentum. The analysis of these structures in terms of a resonance
condition shows good quantitative agreement with experimental results.@S1050-2947~98!51507-7#

PACS number~s!: 32.80.Pj, 42.50.Vk, 32.80.Lg
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Transverse laser cooling of atomic beams in polarizat
gradient fields has become a powerful method to increase
phase-space density of atomic ensembles. In addition, ato
beams are widely used as tools for studying the interactio
light and matter. For example, it has been possible to de
mine diffusion constants, friction coefficients, and the infl
ence of additional magnetic fields on laser cooling with o
tical molasses@1#.

In particular, a magnetic field can have a significant infl
ence on the dynamics of atomic motion in optical molass
Besides magneto-optical trapping it can cause such effec
magnetic-field-induced laser cooling@2,3#, velocity-selective
resonances~VSRs! @4–8#, or even an inhibition of sub-
Doppler cooling@7,9#.

Cooling of an atomic beam to nonzero transverse velo
ties by VSR was observed in one dimension~1D! when a
strong homogeneous magnetic field was applied@4,5#. This
effect is due to enhanced Raman coupling of Zeeman s
states when the Doppler shift compensates their energy s
ting. Velocity-selective resonances in a three-dimensio
optical lattice are reported by Triche´ et al. @10#.

In our experiment, we transversely cool a slow atom
beam with a two-dimensional molasses light field that c
sists of two pairs of counterpropagating laser beams.
resulting two-dimensional~2D! atomic momentum distribu
tion is detected in the far field with subrecoil resolution. Th
allows us to investigate different cooling mechanisms a
their dynamics in detail, including the influence of addition
external fields, such as dipole potentials@11#. In this Rapid
Communication we report on sub-Doppler laser cooling
the presence of a homogeneous magnetic field. A typ
example of the resulting momentum distribution is shown
Fig. 1~a!. The complex lattice structure in momentum spa
is due to velocity-selective resonances, as will be discus
below.

A cold and slow beam of metastable neon atoms is p
pared in a tilted magneto-optical funnel with additional su
Doppler cooling@12,13#. The atomic beam has a high bri
liance of 531012 atoms/(sr s). The longitudinal velocity i
28 m/s with an rms spread of 4 m/s. At the exit of the funn
the beam radius is 42mm. For our experimental geometr
this constitutes a point source of atoms. The width of
initial velocity distribution can be varied between 2.5v rec and
10v rec with the recoil velocity v rec[\k/m53.1 cm/s
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~widths are given in Gaussians throughout this paper!. A
velocity width of 10v rec corresponds to the Doppler coolin
limit.

The atomic beam interacts with the transverse s
Doppler molasses 10 cm downstream from the exit of
funnel. The atomic beam direction is normal to the pla
defined by thek vectors of the molasses beams. Two mola
ses configurations are of particular interest: thepxpy and the
s1s2 configuration~Fig. 2!. In the pxpy sub-Doppler mo-
lasses the laser beams are linearly polarized with all po
ization vectors within the plane of incidence (x-y). The light
field consists of two orthogonal standing waves with mu
ally perpendicular linear polarization. For a relative phase
p/2 between these two waves, the resulting interference
tern is the 2D equivalent of the lin'lin configuration for 1D
molasses@14#. The s1s2 configuration consists of two or
thogonal pairs of beams with opposite circular polarizatio

FIG. 1. Velocity-selective resonances in 2Dpxpy molasses:B
5(290,41,2180) mG, D529G, s52.631023. ~a! Momentum
distribution with dark regions representing increased atomic int
sity. The full extension of the image is about 44\k. ~b! Expected
VSR pattern. The horizontal and diagonal cross sections along
arrows in ~a! are shown in~c! and ~d!, respectively.~e! Partial
atomic energy diagram with two sets of resonances inducing Ra
coupling for two VSR lines. The relative lengths of the arrow
indicate different Doppler shifts~see text!.
R42 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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The resulting light field has a spatial polarization structu
that exhibits cooling features common to both lin'lin and
s1s2 cooling in 1D.

The 3s@ 3
2#2→3p@ 5

2#3 transition at 640 nm is used for lase
cooling. The extent of the cooling region has been var
between 2 and 4 mm. Knife edges define a nearly const
intensity light profile along the atomic beam direction in o
der to rule out possible adiabatic effects. With a mean l
gitudinal velocity of 28 m/s this leads to interaction tim
between 70 and 140ms. The light intensity is chosen so th
the single beam saturation parameters52V2/(G214D2) is
between 1023 and 1022, whereV is the Rabi frequency,G is
the linewidth of the excited state, andD is the detuning from
resonance. The total number of scattered photons is on
order of 100 per atom.

After a distance of 24 cm from the molasses, the me
stable atoms are detected with high efficiency using a mic
channel plate with an adjacent phosphor screen and cha
coupled-device camera. This directly gives a 2D image
the transverse atom distribution. The typical data acquisi
time is several seconds to a minute. Since the time of fli
of the atoms is well known, the observed spatial distribut
is a map of the transverse momentum distribution. T
implementation of velocity-selective detection results in
reduction of the longitudinal velocity spread tovz /Dvz540.
The overall transverse velocity resolution is about 0.6v rec.

In order to gain information about the relative strength
the VSR we perform an image normalizing procedure. Fi
the image of the initial atom distribution is subtracted fro
the image of the cooled sample to give the net effect of
cooling process. The resulting image is then divided by
initial distribution for normalization. The normalized imag
thus gives the fractional increase or reduction of the at
intensity as a function of transverse momentum.

Figure 1~a! shows the transverse momentum distributi
for the pxpy configuration and a magnetic field of 206 m
with components alongx̂, ŷ, and ẑ. The light regions repre-
sent a low number and the dark regions represent a
number of detected atoms. The uncooled momentum di
bution is a Gaussian with a spread of 10\k. The cooled
distribution consists of two manifolds of diagonal lines
increased atom density and a point pattern of local max
at the crossings of the lines.

For a quantitative analysis of the resonance velocities
follow the theoretical treatment of laser cooling in a stro

FIG. 2. Configuration of the 2D transverse cooling light fie
The atomic beam is directed normal to the plane defined by thk
vectors. In thepxpy configuration, all laser beams are linearly p
larized in the plane of incidence. In thes1s2 configuration, coun-
terpropagating beams have opposite circular polarization.
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magnetic field as outlined in Ref.@8# in terms of an operator
formalism@17#. In a strong magnetic field, the eigenstates
the Hamiltonian are the Zeeman substates. The influenc
the cooling light field is treated as a perturbation. The stro
field regime is defined by the conditiongP!vL , wheregP
is the optical pumping rate andvL is the Larmor frequency.
For typical molasses parameters, this requires a magn
field strength that is larger than 100 mG.

When the atomic velocity is such that the sum of t
Doppler shifts of two molasses beams is close to the ene
splitting between two Zeeman ground statesum& and um8&,
the coupling of these states is strongly enhanced. As a c
sequence, atoms may also be cooled to nonzero velocitiv
by sub-Doppler cooling mechanisms. The general condit
for these VSR is given by

~k i2k j !•v2nvL50. ~1!

Here,k i , j are the wave vectors of the molasses laser bea
The different resonances are labeled byn[m82m. This
equation describes a manifold of lines in 2D velocity spa
in which velocity-selective resonances occur. The range
values forn depends on the angular momentum of the
volved atomic levels and on the polarization components
the molasses beams with respect to the quantization axi
by the magnetic-field direction. For example, if, for an ato
with ground-state angular momentumJg>1 and excited-
state angular momentumJe5Jg11, the orientation of the
magnetic field is such that each molasses laser beam
inducep, s1, ands2 transitions, then the maximum num
ber of resonances withn50,61,62 can occur. The casen
50 is a Rayleigh resonance.

All of these resonances are visible in Fig. 1~a!. Their po-
sition is consistent with Eq.~1! for a Larmor frequencyvL
52.43106/s. Taking the experimental value ofuBu5206
mG we calculatevL852.73106/s, in good agreement with
the experiment. The 12% deviation is due to a resid
magnetic-field gradient of about 40 mG/cm at the position
the interaction region and to uncertainties in the magne
field measurement with a Gauss meter.

Sub-Doppler laser cooling is effective within the veloci
capture range transverse to VSR lines. This causes the a
mulation of atoms along these lines~dark regions! and the
depletion of atom intensity for velocity classes in their vici
ity ~light regions!. At the crossing of two VSR lines sub
Doppler cooling is effective in 2D and atoms are accum
lated at VSR points. The global maximum in atom signal
at vx505vy .

The measured pattern can be understood from Fig. 1~b!,
where we have schematically depicted all diagonal re
nances expected from Eq.~1!. Since each laser beam ca
inducep, s1, ands2 transitions for the magnetic-field di
rection chosen here, the complete set of resonances ca
observed. For example, when an atom has a velocity, s
that k(vx1vy)52vL with positivevx andvy , then thes2

component of the red-shifted beam 1~Fig. 2!, together with
the s1 component of the blue-shifted beam 4 can cou
Zeeman ground states withDm52. The same resonance
driven by thes2 component of beam 3 and thes1 compo-
nent of beam 2. This gives rise to the VSR linen52. Simi-
larly, ap polarized photon of beam 1 or 3 together with as1
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polarized photon of beam 4, or as2 polarized photon of
beam 2, respectively, can induce Raman coupling, wh
leads to then51 VSR line. Some of these processes a
indicated in Fig. 1~e!. Analogous situations give rise to th
n521 and n522 VSR lines. The diagonaln50 VSR
lines are due topp transitions that transfer photons from on
beam into an orthogonal one@8#, both having the same Dop
pler shift.

Two cross sections of the normalized momentum dis
bution along the arrows indicated in Fig. 1~a! are shown in
Figs. 1~c! and 1~d!. The diagonal cross section@Fig. 1~d!#
clearly shows five maxima in the momentum distribution.
the VSR points cooling enhances the peak atomic flux by
to 50% of the initial flux.

The momentum spread is similar for all VSR points a
lines. It is determined by the optical pumping rate and
light shift in the same manner as for regular molasses c
ing in the absence of a magnetic field@8#. Our experiments
clearly confirm this prediction. Gaussian fits yield mome
tum widths between 1.2\k and 1.6\k ~Gaussians). These
values are equal to the momentum spread for thev5(0,0)
peak in the absence of a magnetic field. Such surprisin
narrow structures with ‘‘temperatures’’ near the recoil lim
have also been reported in@3,13# in a similar context. We
also observe lines with increased atom intensity alongx̂ and
ŷ with a width comparable to that of the diagonal VSR line
These are not expected following the theory of polarizat
gradient cooling in a 2Dpxpy light field with a fixed relative
phase ofp/2 @15,16#. We attribute them to relative phase
other thanp/2 present in our setup. This issue remains to
investigated in greater detail with phase stabilized molas

We observe no VSR lines for 2kv i56vL and 2kv i
562vL ( i 5x,y). Although they are solutions of Eq.~1!
there is no accumulation of atoms along these lines.
explanation for their absence is not obvious and involve
detailed investigation of the cooling dynamics: In thepxpy
configuration the cooling force that is given by the trace o
the steady-state density matrix and the force operator is
for 2kv i56vL and 2kv i562vL , because the steady-sta
density matrix has a constant population of the Zeeman
els for atoms moving along thex or y direction. There is no

FIG. 3. VSR for~a! pxpy with B5(0,100,0) mG and~b! s1s2

with B5(24,2181,23) mG. In ~a! the v5(0,0) point is the dark
center point of the structure.
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velocity-dependent population transfer betweenm levels,
which is essential for the cooling process.

Without a magnetic field, the momentum distribution co
sists of a single high-density spot atvx505vy with four
lines alongx̂1 ŷ, x̂2 ŷ, x̂, and ŷ. The diagonal lines have
been predicted in the investigation of higher-dimensio
molasses cooling@15,16#. They have been named esca
channels, because laser cooling does not influence the ve
ity component along these lines.

We now turn to the discussion of the case in whichB is
directed along one of the laser beams. In this situation
structures strongly differ from that shown in Fig. 1~a!. De-
pending on the polarization of the molasses beams and
orientation of the magnetic field, different subsets of t
complete set of resonances are observed reflecting a re
tion of the number of possible Raman couplings betwe
Zeeman sublevels.

Figure 3~a! shows the momentum distribution forpxpy

molasses with a magnetic field of 100 mG alongŷ. Only the
diagonal VSR forn50,61 and the horizontal and vertica
lines through vx505vy are visible. For this particular
magnetic-field orientation, molasses beams 3 and 4 in Fi
can each induce boths1 ands2 transitions, whereas beam
1 and 2 can only inducep transitions. The diagonal VSR
lines with n562 vanish because they rely ons1s2 or
s2s1 Raman coupling with ones photon from beam 1 or 2
Reversing the magnetic field leads to an equivalent struct
This is expected, since for linearly polarized light thep and
s polarization projection onto the quantization axis is n
altered by a change in the direction of the magnetic field

In contrast, the VSR pattern for thes1s2 configuration,
with theB field along the direction of one of the laser beam
is not symmetric with respect to a reversal ofB. In Fig. 3~b!
we show the momentum distribution of an atomic beam
teracting with thes1s2 molasses in a 181-mG magnet
field mainly alongŷ. The diagonal VSR lines forn50 and
n511 are clearly visible. The polarization of beam 3
purelys2, the polarization of beam 4 is purelys1, whereas
beams 1 and 2 have all polarization components. Fork(vx
1vy)5vL and positivevx and vy , beams 2 and 3 and

FIG. 4. Velocity-selective resonances as a function of
magnetic-field strength for the structures presented in Fig. 3. (h)

momentum of the first VSR point alongx̂ for pxpy molasses and

D529G. (d) Momentum of the first VSR point alongŷ for
s1s2 molasses andD523.5G. The solid line is the theoretica
prediction. The inset indicates the plotted momentum compone
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beams 1 and 4 can induceps2 andps1 Raman couplings,
respectively. These cause then511 resonance. Then5
12 VSR lines are only vaguely visible. Then,0 reso-
nances are absent, because there is no combination of m
ses beams that could induce the necessary Raman coup
For a B field of the same magnitude, but with a revers
direction the structure is reversed with respect to thex axis.
The observed resonances are thenn50, n521, andn5
22.

In order to verify the VSR condition@Eq. ~1!# quantita-
tively, we have plotted in Fig. 4 the transverse momentum
the first VSR point alongx̂ of Fig. 3~a! and the transverse
momentum of the first VSR point alongŷ of Fig. 3~b! ~see
inset of Fig. 4! as a function of theB field amplitude. The
resonance momentum scales linearly with the magnitud
B. The solid line shows the theoretical prediction of Eq.~1!
based on an independent measurement of the magnetic
with a Gauss meter. The slope of the linear fit of the exp
te
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mental data is in 10% agreement with the theoretical pre
tions.

The work presented in this paper demonstrates chara
istic features of higher-dimensional laser cooling. Latti
structures in momentum space are generated by applyi
magnetic field in addition to a 2D optical molasses. Depe
ing on the magnetic-field orientation and the polarizati
state of the light, different subsets of the general resona
pattern can be observed. The application of this cool
scheme makes way for the generation of an atomic be
with multiple-peaked density distribution. The surprising
narrow momentum widths, between 1.2\k and 1.6\k, re-
main an interesting subject for future studies.
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